Tobin Insight
Tobin Insight For Exploration & Production
Tobin Insight helps E&P companies make sense of the data-thick, high-speed oil and gas
landscape. The application gives you the ability to access the market metrics – permit, rig, and operator
data – you need to make quick, well-informed decisions for your business. It also gives you key insight into
how the wells are performing in your areas of interest. With Tobin Insight, developing exploration
and partnership plans has never been easier.

View Key Market Metrics For Better And Faster DecisionMaking
Tobin Insight holds the information you need to perform competitive
analysis and make strategic decisions. View market metrics – information
on permits, rigs, operators, and more – by geography and prepare your
next move. The application’s “Top 10” dashboards provide a snapshot of
who the biggest players are by county and play, allowing you to more
effectively develop partnerships and exploration strategies.

See How The Wells In Your Areas Of Interest Are Performing
There isn’t a single operator out there that doesn’t want to learn everything
there is to know about the production information in their areas of interest.
Use Tobin Insight to get a detailed look at how the wells are performing
where you’re currently operating or where you’re thinking about moving next. Filter by operator or region to
quickly pull up exactly what you need.

Create Custom Reports For Your Unique Business Requirements
Data stored in a cloud application is all well and good, but it doesn’t mean much if you can’t make effective
use of it. With Tobin Insight, create custom, easy-to-understand reports and export to Excel to manipulate for
your specific business requirements.

3,000,000+
Tobin Insight is powered by
Google Maps, giving you a
familiar and easy-to-use mapping
framework for consuming data
and executing your plans.

Tobin Insight tracks petroleum
production, drilling permits, and
other key data for more than 3
million North American oil and
gas wells.

Because the application is cloudbased, you’ll never have to worry
about internal server capacity or
network slowdown issues.

Contact P2 Energy Solutions, info@P2energysolutions.com, for more information or for a demonstration.
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